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john wilder tukey

June 16, 1915–July 26, 2000

by  david r .  brillinger 1

john wilder tukey was renowned for research and service 
in each of academia, industry, and government. he was 

born june 16, 1915, in new bedford, massachusetts, the only 
child of adah m. tasker and ralph h. tukey. his parents 
had graduated first and second in the bates college class 
of 1898. john had unusual talents from an early age. he 
could read when he was three, and had remarkable powers 
of mental calculation. his father had obtained a doctorate 
in latin from yale university and then moved on to teach 
and be principal at new bedford high school. his mother 
was a substitute teacher there. Perhaps in consequence of 
these backgrounds, tukey was schooled at home, but he did 
attend various classes at the high school.

tukey’s wife, elizabeth rapp, was born on march 2, 1920, 
in ocean city, new jersey. she went to temple university 
and later was valedictorian in the 1944 class in business 
administration at radcliffe college. about meeting john, 
she commented to the effect that the first time she saw him 
he was sitting in the front row of a public lecture asking 
quite difficult questions of the speaker. they later met at a 
folkdance class that john was teaching. elizabeth and john 
married on july 19, 1950. Quoting elizabeth, they were a 
“team.” the tukeys spent time at their old sea captain’s 
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house in westport Point, massachusetts, and their house in 
Princeton was filled with american antique furniture.

the tukeys had no children, but they did have a large 
extended family of blood relatives, ex-students, colleagues, 
and others. the statistician francis j. anscombe was his 
“brother-in-squared-law.” john and francis (“frank”) married 
the rapp sisters, elizabeth and Phyllis. after elizabeth died 
on january 6, 1998, john remarked poignantly that “one is 
so much less than two.”

tukey’s contributions to education and science continued 
right up until his death. that occurred after a brief illness 
and following a heart attack on july 26, 2000. the place of 
death was new brunswick, new jersey. i had spoken with john 
about a week earlier. his immediate question was whether i 
had a problem for him to think about.

john’s books have gone to brown university and his pa-
pers to the american Philosophical society, but the stories 
and gratitude remain in people’s minds and hearts.

career

tukey entered brown university in 19�� by way of col-
lege board exams. there he earned bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees in chemistry in 19�6 and 19�7, respectively. brown 
university was important to him during his whole life. he 
spoke about it often and wore the brown necktie in formal 
situations. he was a member of their board of fellows from 
1974 to 1988. during other time periods, he was a member 
of their committee on computers in education, the library 
committee, and the consultation committee. he was also 
occasionally involved in mathematics department personnel 
affairs.

for a doctorate tukey went to Princeton. soon after arrival 
he switched from studying chemistry to studying mathemat-
ics. he had learned that the professor of chemistry was away 
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on leave for a period. john lived at the graduate college. 
there and at fine hall he came to know and interact with 
richard feynman, alan turing, oscar morgenstern, marston 
morse, and john von neumann, among others. he obtained 
his Ph.d. in 19�9 after submitting a thesis titled “on denu-
merability in topology.”

john’s name appears in various of the books by and about 
feynman. one special story involving the two relates to the 
keeping of time. feynman knew that he himself could keep 
track of time while reading but not while speaking. he pre-
sented doing the latter as a challenge. rising to it, tukey 
showed that he had that other ability. of what had happened 
feynman remarked, “tukey and i discovered that what goes 
on in different people’s heads when they think they’re do-
ing the same thing—something as simple as counting—is 
different for different people.” this may be one source of 
tukey’s oft made remark, “People are different.”

tukey’s supervisor was solomon lefschetz and thus his 
scientific ancestors included two bernoullis, euler, lagrange, 
fourier, Poisson, gauss, dirichlet, jacobi, lipschitz, klein, 
and neumann (mathematics genealogy Project, 2009). his 
erdos number is 2.

tukey remained at and in Princeton his whole career. 
he was an instructor at the university from 19�9 to 1941, 
and then an assistant professor from 1941 to 1948. with the 
advent of the war in europe, tukey came to be a research 
associate of the fire control research office in Princeton. 
there he worked on problems of stereoscopic rangefinders, 
b-29 gunfire control, and computing leads for machine guns 
aimed at fighter planes. he was also involved in the enigma 
code-breaking operations.  during that period, tukey moved 
into problems whose solutions involved statistics and data 
analysis. in later years he commented often on the influences 
that edgar anderson and charles P. winsor had on his de-
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velopment during that period. he also acknowledged that he 
had learned statistics by reading the papers and discussions 
in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Supplement.

when the war ended, tukey took up joint appointments 
in mathematics at Princeton and at bell telephone labo-
ratories. this job split continued until tukey’s retirement. 
at Princeton he became an associate professor in 1948 and 
professor in 1950. in 1966 he became the first chair of the 
statistics department. at the labs he worked his way up the 
managerial ladder ending with the position of associate ex-
ecutive director of information sciences. in the late 1950s 
tukey was instrumental in setting up the statistical techniques 
research group and also an institute for defense analyses 
branch in Princeton.

throughout his career tukey was called upon for his 
advice and ideas as a consultant. in 1954 he was a member 
of the killam committee, a group charged by President 
eisenhower to study the possibility of a surprise nuclear 
attack. that committee recommended the construction 
of the u-2 airplane. in 1959 he was one of the u.s. del-
egates to technical working group 2 at the conference on 
the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests, in geneva. 
john’s expertise in part concerned the scientific problem 
of distinguishing earthquakes from nuclear explosions. to 
address this problem tukey sought improved estimates of 
the directions of first motion of the seismic vibrations sur-
rounding the event. this was motivated by the fact that the 
theoretical pattern of first motions about an event differed 
between explosions and earthquakes. he also developed a 
novel procedure, cepstral analysis, to estimate the depth of 
the event, having in mind that the depths of explosions were 
not nearly as great as those of earthquakes.

tukey was a member of the President’s scientific advisory 
committee for a period starting in 1960. all told he advised 
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five u.s. presidents. from 1965 until his death he was a con-
sultant to the educational testing service. he also had a long 
involvement with the national assessment of educational 
Progress, based first in denver and later at ets in Princeton. 
during 1970-1971, tukey was a member of the President’s 
commission on federal statistics. in 1972 he was a member 
of the u.s. delegation to the united nations conference on 
the human environment, in stockholm. tukey advised the 
census bureau for many years. in 1980 the census bureau’s 
step of adjusting the raw values that had been collected to 
obtain “improved” estimates, became a hot political issue. 
tukey testified in support of adjustment in the court case that 
resulted. other consultancies were with merck & company, 
radio corporation of america, bellcore, Xerox Palo alto 
research center, and the health effects institute.

he was an officer in a wide variety of professional societ-
ies: american meteorological society council, vice president, 
american statistical association; vice president, society of 
industrial and applied mathematics; and president, insti-
tute of mathematical statistics. he was a member of many 
national academy of sciences committees. tukey retired 
from Princeton and bell telephone laboratories in 1985, 
but the consulting and statistical research continued until 
his death.

technical contributions

tukey made contributions to each of engineering, math-
ematics, statistics, and science. many of these are recorded in 
The Collected Works whose volumes began to appear in 1984. 
the editor in chief of the works was william s. cleveland. 
to illustrate the range of topics note that the volumes have 
the titles: Time Series (2 vol.); Philosophy and Principles of Data 
Analysis (2 vol.); Graphics; More Mathematical; Factorial and 
ANOVA; and Multiple Comparisons. they were handled by vari-
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ous editors. in each volume an editor discusses the papers 
included, and there is a reply by tukey. the last volume of 
the works appeared in 1994.

mathematics

the More Mathematical volume includes a section on 
“mathematics,” which contains papers on linear functionals, 
compactness in general spaces, separation of convex sets, 
generalized “sandwich” theorems, and linearization of solu-
tions in supersonic flow.

tukey’s reputation in mathematics became serious when 
he reached Princeton, and that reputation remains to the 
present. as a graduate student and later tukey attended 
many classes and lectures; throughout his career he had a 
reputation for dominating their proceedings. of lectures 
by marston morse on symbolic dynamics, tukey remarked 
that steenrod and he did their best to keep “morse honest.” 
keeping people honest remained a key part of tukey’s scien-
tific life. in a course that albert tucker presented in 19�8, 
tucker once remarked that every time he gave a definition 
of a combinatorial manifold tukey would come up with a 
counterexample. tucker summarized the interchanges as 
ending in a draw.

Parts of tukey’s doctoral thesis appeared in the first An-
nals of Mathematics Studies volume (1940). that book is still 
referenced today and remains available from the Princeton 
university Press. in it tukey has an approach to uniform spaces 
different from those of a. weil and n. bourbaki. later tukey’s 
approach was used extensively by j. r. isbell and n. r. howse 
in their books. howse wrote, “tukey’s contribution in this area 
went beyond showing us how we should think about uniform 
spaces. his insight was almost prophetic…he predicted that 
normal uniform spaces would play a major role in mathemat-
ics, and indeed they have.”
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tukey had papers with r. P. boas and with a. stone. the 
one with stone showed that the volumes of any n solids in 
rn can be simultaneously bisected by an (n − 1) sphere, with 
a plane able to be regarded as a sphere of infinite radius. 
tukey also did some recreational mathematics in the late 
19�0s, in particular, concerning the theory of flexagons. 
he worked on this topic with r. feynman, a. stone, and b. 
tuckerman. an internet search shows that tukey’s name 
lives on, besides concerning flexagons, in mathematics more 
generally. one turns up galois-tukey connections, tukey 
equivalence, tukey reducibility, tukey theory of analytic 
ideals, tukey ordering, and of course, tukey’s lemma.

engineering

tukey’s work at bell telephone laboratories has already 
been mentioned. as world war ii was ending he designed 
the electronic adding circuit to be used in the institute for 
advanced studies von neumann computer. tukey’s name is 
on a number of related patents. as mentioned above in the 
1950s, he worked on the design of the u-2 airplane. through 
his work at bell labs tukey got interested in the frequency 
analysis of time series. hamming and he introduced a viable 
family of estimates of the spectral density of a time series. 
and tukey developed their statistical properties—thus leading 
to improved estimates. he introduced the related method 
of complex demodulation that has proved so useful for the 
frequency analysis of nonstationary time series.

the discovery that brought tukey’s name to worldwide 
prominence was the fast fourier transform (fft). in 196� 
in a graduate course at Princeton he showed that if one 
wished to evaluate the discrete fourier transform of a stretch 
of N numbers at the fourier frequencies, then when N fac-
torizes into GH the computation of the empirical fourier 
transform required but (H + 2 + G)GH multiplications. he 
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further remarked that for N = 4k one needed fewer than  
2N + N log2 N. his lectures (tukey, 196�) are reproduced in 
the Time Series volume of The Collected Works. the renowned 
cooley and tukey paper (1965) resulted in and has become 
a citation classic. the impact of the work was astonishing. 
almost overnight engineers switched from analog to digital 
signal processing in countless cases.

another aspect of digital signal processing that tukey 
had picked up on was the occurrence of gibbs phenom-
enon. he studied the effects of employing convergence 
factors to reduce the “leakage” effect. he wrote concerning 
the difficulties of interpretation of the results of a spectrum 
analysis, for example, the aliasing of frequencies caused by 
equispaced sampling of a series. the book by blackman and 
tukey (1958) was highly influential in introducing research-
ers to numerical spectrum analysis.

turning to another engineering topic, tukey was an 
important contributor in the field of acceptance sampling. 
this field had long been of importance at bell labs. he 
received two medals, the deming and the shewhart, from 
the american society for Quality control.

statistics

tukey contributed to the statistical topics of: algorithms, 
analysis of variance, confirmatory data analysis, exploratory 
data analysis, environmetrics, expert systems, fiducial prob-
ability, graphics, military analysis, multiple comparisons, 
medical statistics, monte carlo, multivariate analysis, nonpara-
metrics, path coefficients, propagation of error, psephology, 
randomization, regression, robustness, sampling, smoothing, 
statistical philosophy, statistical practice, statistical theory, 
statistical education, and time series, among others. in fact 
the Encyclopedia of Statistical Science contains 2�� entries 
mentioning tukey.
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Sampling. in 1950 following the substantial criticism of 
a. c. kinsey’s book, Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, the 
american statistical association assembled a committee to 
review the statistical problems arising. the committee mem-
bers were w. g. cochran, f. mosteller, and j. w. tukey. they 
were concerned particularly with the sampling methods and 
the absence of controlled randomness in kinsey’s work. the 
committee’s efforts led to substantial advances in the theory 
and understanding of sampling methods.

tukey also developed the sampling properties of certain 
polynomials in data values, the polykays, which are gener-
alizations of the traditional sample mean and variance and 
particularly useful when the data are not close to normal. he 
further introduced the concept of configural polysampling 
in his von neumann lecture.

Robust methods. tukey became interested in the problems 
of robustness and resistance in the last stages of his work 
at the frco. these topics refer to procedures that are in-
sensitive to non-normality and to the presence of outlying 
values, respectively. for example the scatter of some of the 
frco measurements appeared to be longer tailed than the 
normal. robust methods became a continuing interest and, 
for example, led him to the consideration of the properties 
of estimates such as trimmed means and biweights. kafadar 
(2002) provides a review.

Exploratory data analysis and confirmatory data analysis. tukey 
developed in parallel the fields of exploratory and confir-
matory data analysis discovering novel methods for each. 
after the fft’s (re)discovery, tukey is probably most widely 
known for reenergizing the field of descriptive statistics. it is 
concerned with laying bare surprises in the data, suggesting 
hypotheses and for highlighting departures from assumptions. 
his paper, tukey (1962), changed the language and paradigm 
of contemporary statistics. tukey discovered and named the 
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jackknife procedure meant to provide a general estimate 
of variance. it evaluates a broadly computable indication 
of the uncertainty of an estimate by judiciously combining 
estimates based on subsets of the full dataset. he was also a 
strong proponent of the use of randomization distributions 
in obtaining p-values and confidence intervals.

Statistical graphics. many of tukey’s graphical techniques 
were developed for exploratory data analysis. his boxplots 
and stem-and-leaf diagrams now appear throughout scientific 
presentations and high school texts. his dynamic graphics 
methods, such as Prim-9, allow examination of moderate 
dimensional multivariate datasets in a search for both regu-
larities and irregularities.

ANOVA (analysis of variance) and regression. the methods 
of these fields are the workhorses of statistics. tukey made 
many important contributions to each, partly through an 
emphasis on the consideration of residuals. an assumption 
of additivity is basic to many of the developments. tukey was 
concerned with how to examine that assumption in practice 
and developed the one degree of freedom for nonadditivity 
statistics. further, he contributed to fractional replication 
and the study of components of variance.

Multiple comparisons. tukey struggled with the problem 
of how to control the probabilistic error rate when many 
statements are being made. difficulties arise if one carries 
out several analyses of the same dataset. in the late 1940s 
tukey proposed a method based on the studentized range. 
this is popularly known as tukey’s honestly significant dif-
ference (hsd) method.

Multivariate analysis. among the many original ideas and 
techniques that tukey proposed are tukey depth, tukey me-
dian, projection pursuit, dyadic anova, and the bagplot.

Information sciences. starting in the mid-1960s, john tukey 
sought to bring order to the literature of statistics and prob-
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ability by constructing indices of the papers of those fields. 
he had done extensive work previously for Mathematical 
Reviews and prepared bibliographies (e.g., for time series). 
in particular, he constructed a statistical citation index, the 
first outside the legal profession.

concluding remarks

john tukey was a professor and an executive. he merged 
the scientific, governmental, technological, and industrial 
worlds more seamlessly than perhaps anyone else in the 
20th century. his scientific knowledge, creativity, experi-
ence, calculating skills, and energy were prodigious. he 
was renowned for conceptualizing problems, creating novel 
statistical concepts and coming up with both new words for 
new ideas and new uses for old words. there are few branches 
of statistics that his ideas have not impinged upon. he in-
troduced algorithms, concepts, language, philosophy, and 
techniques. he made important contributions to science. 
he set down a prescription, headed “Rx,” for handling any 
statistical problem that a scientist came to him with. he had 
many coauthors. he was one of the great statistical scientists 
of the 20th century.

tukey’s strengths were the science he knew, the people 
he interacted with, the energy he had, his intuition, and his 
creativity. he controlled discussions and lectures. he was 
speculative. he once remarked that the best way to get the 
issues onto the table was to start an argument, but sometimes 
avoided them, for example, those over bayesian statistics. he 
liked to work with people that he got along with.

tukey had scientific impact both by writings and in person, 
the latter perhaps being the most important. he had many 
students and seemed to enjoy teaching a great deal. an impor-
tant part of his students’ education was the Princeton applied 
statistics seminar. the speakers were told that they did not 
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need to have a solution to their problem. the participants, 
including particularly the students, were encouraged to speak 
up even when unsure of what they had to say.

there are interviews both on paper, for example, fern-
holz and morgenthaler (1997), and in videos. there are 
memorial articles in numbers of Annals of Statistics, Statistical 
Science, and Technometrics. many contain anecdotes. tukey 
wrote and edited many books, often with d. hoaglen and 
f. mosteller.

tukey was a member of various committees of the na-
tional academy of sciences. his nephew f. r. anscombe in 
a presentation at the library of the american Philosophical 
society in 2007, speculated on various other involvements 
that tukey might have had. time may confirm them.

tukey was a kind and gentle person. when he telephoned, 
having learned that my son had died after a long struggle 
with cancer, he was crying. a great man has moved on but 
has left footprints in many places.

m a j o r  h o n o r s

the level and breadth of tukey’s career is made appar-
ent by the following major honors:

1949 guggenheim fellow
1958 w a l d  l e c t u r e r ,  i n s t i t u t e  o f  m a t h e m a t i c a l  

 statistics
1961 member, national academy of sciences
1962 member, american Philosophical society
1964 member, american academy of arts and sciences
1965 s. s. wilks medal, american statistical association, for statisti 

 cal contributions to the advancement of scientific 
 or technical knowledge, ingenious application of existing  
 knowledge, or successful activity in the fostering of coope- 
 rative scientific efforts that have been directly involved in  
 matters of national defense or public interest.
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1967 fisher lecturer, committee of President of statistical societies
197�    the national medal of science for his studies in mathemati 

 cal and theoretical statistics, particularly his pioneering work 
 on broad analysis and synthesis problems of complex systems, 
 and for his outstanding contributions to the applications  
 of statistics to the physical, social, and engineering  
 sciences

1975 hitchcock lecturer, university of california, berkeley
1975 scott lecturer, cambridge university
1976 shewhart medal, american society for Quality control,  

 for outstanding technical leadership in the field of modern  
 quality control

1982 medal of honor, institute of electrical and electronic  
 engineers, for his contributions to the spectral analysis 
 of random processes and the fast fourier transform  
 algorithm

198� deming medal, american society for Quality control, 
  for successfully combining the application of statistical  
 thinking and management so that each supports and enhances  
 the other, thus leading to quality in products and services

1984 james madison medal, Princeton university, presented each  
 year to an alumnus or alumna of the graduate school who  
 has had a distinguished career, advanced the cause of graduate 
 educat ion,  or  achieved an  outs tanding  record  
 of public service

1985 john von neumann lecturer, society of industrial  
 and applied mathematics

1986 honorary fellow, royal statistical society
1989 monie a. ferst award, sigma Xi, for science and engineering 

 teachers who have inspired their students to significant  
 research achievements

1990 educational testing service award for distinguished service 
 to measurement 

1991 foreign member, royal society of london

there were honorary doctorates from the following 
universities: case institute, brown, yale, chicago, temple, 
Princeton, and waterloo.
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